Types of folded menus we offer include...

**Z-Fold**
- Side 1: front cover (1), inside fold (4), inside fold (5)
- Side 2: inside page (2), inside page (3), back cover (6)
- Finished closed

**Roll Fold**
- Side 1: inside page (5), back cover (6), front cover (1)
- Side 2: inside page (2), inside page (3), inside page (4)
- Finished closed

**Half Fold**
- Side 1: back cover (4), front cover (1)
- Side 2: inside page (2), inside page (3)
- Finished closed

**Gate Fold**
- Side 1: front cover (1B), back cover (5), front cover (1A)
- Side 2: inside fold (2), inside fold (3), inside fold (3)
- Finished closed